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Surface-tension-driven nanoelectromechanical relaxation oscillator
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Because of its linear dependence on length scale, surface tension can be a dominant force for small
systems. Properly harnessed, this force is uniquely suited for nanomechanical applications. We have
developed a nanoelectromechanical relaxation oscillator with a surface-tension-driven power stroke.
The oscillator consists of two liquid metal droplets exchanging mass, and its frequency is directly
controlled with a low-level dc electrical voltage. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
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The relative importance of different forces is scale
dependent.1 For instance, human beings cannot carry twenty
times their own weight, nor walk on water. Yet insects having such abilities are well known.2,3 The explanation lies in
the relative scaling of mass, muscle strength, and surface
tension with the length scale s. Thus, relative to weight
共⬃s3兲, muscle strength 共⬃s2兲 and surface tension 共⬃s兲 are
one thousand and one million times more effective, respectively, for insects than for humans because of the thousandfold difference in linear length scale. As the relevant size
scale decreases, the relatively feeble scaling of surface tension makes it progressively more important. In the micrometer and nanometer regimes, this force can dominate.
Though often an impediment,4–7 surface tension has
been utilized in some synthetic microsystems. For instance,
electric-field-induced changes in surface tension 共electrowetting兲 are used to transport and manipulate droplets in
microfluidic systems.8,9 Microscale surface tension-based
bubble valves and pumps have been developed for commercially available inkjet printers and lab-on-a-chip
implementations.10,11 A microelectromechanical systems
共MEMS兲 technology12 for three-dimensional assembly uses
the surface tension forces created by melting precisely sized
metal pads to rotate released structures off of the substrate
plane. The degree to which surface tension is exploited by
these approaches is limited, however. In the case of electrowetting, the surface tension effect is differential and thus
requires high voltage to access relatively moderate forces. In
the other cases, the surface tension action is inherently unidirectional.
A device that fully realizes surface tension’s great advantages should be nanoscale, where surface tension is strongest
relative to other forces, and involve a controllable, reciprocating mechanical action. In this letter, we describe the utilization of surface tension forces in a nanoelectromechanical
relaxation oscillator. Relaxation oscillators, which relate to
such diverse phenomena as heartbeats,13 leaky faucets,14 and
earthquakes,15 are generically characterized by two distinct
time scales: A fast relaxation phase and a slow recovery
phase. In our oscillator implementation, the fast relaxation is
a hydrodynamic event driven by surface tension. The slow
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portion of the oscillator cycle is electrically driven and involves atom-by-atom transport.16 By avoiding hydrodynamic
transport during the slow half-cycle, direct confrontation between the electrical and surface tension forces is circumvented. Thus, this device accesses the full strength of the
surface tension forces during relaxation, yet only requires
low voltages for operation.
Figure 1 schematically depicts the relaxation oscillator
mechanism. Two molten metal particles are located adjacent
to one another on a carbon nanotube substrate. Driving electrical current through the substrate initiates an atomic mass
transport process16 along the nanotube, moving metal from

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲. Schematic diagram of the nanoelectromechanical
relaxation oscillator. Two liquid droplets are located at positions labelled I
and II on a multiwalled carbon nanotube substrate. Driving an electrical
current through the substrate induces atomic transport along the substrate
from Droplet I to Droplet II 共small arrow兲. The radius of the smaller droplet,
II, increases more rapidly than the radius of the larger droplet, I, decreases,
and eventually they touch. Surface tension forces then rapidly propel the
mass at II back to position I through the newly created hydrodynamic channel. The repetition rate of the relaxation events, i.e., the oscillator frequency,
is set by the magnitude of the dc electrical drive.
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the droplet at Site I to the one at Site II. This transport
continues until Droplet II becomes large enough to touch the
shrinking, but still larger, Droplet I. At that point, the fast
phase of the relaxation oscillator cycle begins. Growing the
smaller Droplet II at the larger Droplet I’s expense is unfavorable from a surface energy standpoint.17 The smaller
droplet has a higher interfacial curvature and thus a higher
internal pressure than the larger droplet. When a hydrodynamic channel is created by the physical contact of the two
droplets, the pressure difference drives the fluid from the
smaller droplet to the larger droplet, and the oscillator transitions from the metastable state. Droplet I consumes its offspring, and the process begins anew. The key advantage of
using the process reported in Ref. 16 is that the recovery
transport is atomic, not hydrodynamic. By moving atoms
individually, via directed surface diffusion, the collective surface energy can be accumulated piecemeal, then rapidly released during the relaxation phase.
To observe its operation directly, we implement the device shown in Fig. 1 inside a JEOL 2010 transmission electron microscope 共TEM兲. Ex situ indium metal is thermally
evaporated onto a boule of arc-grown multiwall carbon
nanotubes. Then, the nanotube sample is mounted on a piezodriven nanomanipulation stage and loaded into the microscope. Inside the microscope an individual nanotube or
bundle is approached with the nanomanipulator, completing
the electrical circuit indicated in Fig. 1. With suitably situated droplet nucleation sites, indium mass oscillation can be
achieved and recorded with a charge coupled device video
camera.
Figure 2共a兲 is a time series of TEM images showing
relaxation oscillator operation. An applied voltage of 1.3 V
drives 40 A from bottom to top through the nanotube substrate. As many as four indium droplets are visible, depending on the frame. In these images, mass is leaving Droplet I,
causing it to shrink, while the next Droplet II grows. Between Frames 3 and 4 Droplets I and II touch and the oscillator relaxes. While the gradual transport takes place over
many seconds as dictated by the control voltage, the reset to
the initial condition occurs rapidly compared to the video
acquisition rate of 30 frames per second.
Figure 2共b兲 shows the control voltage as a function of
time, and Fig. 2共c兲 gives the simultaneous masses of the two
droplets. The masses have been calculated from the crosssectional areas as determined by an automated image processing routine, assuming that the droplets are spheres
关mass= 共7 g / cm3兲共4 / 3兲共area/ 兲3/2兴. Mass oscillations over
many cycles are evident, with the small droplet showing
slow growth followed by rapid relaxation. Although it is not
immediately apparent in the still images, the automated
analysis 关Fig. 2共c兲兴 shows that mass changes in the small
droplet are anticorrelated with mass changes in the large,
indicating excellent mass conservation within this twodroplet system. Changes in the control voltage lead to immediate changes in the mass transfer rate, and thus the oscillation frequency. TEM video showing this oscillator’s
operation is available; see EPAPS Ref. 18.
At constant control voltage, there are discernible
共⬃0.6% 兲 drops in the supplied current correlated with the
relaxation of the oscillator of Fig. 2. The distribution of the
metal on the nanotube substrate is thus affecting the resistance of the complete circuit, which bodes well for practical
implementations of this oscillator. With the circuit resistance
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲. Implementation of the nanoelectromechanical relaxation oscillator. 共a兲 A time series of four TEM video images showing one
period of oscillator action. The second frame from the left shows the participating liquid indium droplets, labelled I and II as in the schematic Fig. 1.
The suspended nanotube substrate, which is visible crossing the images
diagonally, is carrying electrical current from the lower left to the upper
right corners. In the first frame, the droplet at Position II is barely visible,
but by the third frame it has grown to the point where it is nearly touching
the droplet at Position I. In the fourth frame, the oscillator is seen directly
after the subsequent relaxation event, when the mass distribution has been
reset to a condition like that of the first frame. Parts 共b兲 and 共c兲 show the
control voltage and the masses of the two participating droplets as a function
of time, over many cycles with varying frequency. 共Mass I has been offset
by 21 fg for display purposes.兲 Although the time variation of Mass I is not
obvious in the still images, the automated image processing routine reveals
perfect anticorrelation with the more visually dramatic variation in Mass II.
During the period shown, the drive voltage was adjusted from 1.5 to 1.3 V
in two steps of 100 mV, with immediate changes resulting in the relaxation
frequency.

as a built-in diagnostic of the oscillator phase, the additional
complication and expense of an external monitor 共in this
case, the TEM兲 could become unnecessary in a wellcharacterized system. In an integrated device, electronics
could conveniently monitor and, for instance, automatically
adjust the oscillator frequency with closed-loop feedback.
The relaxation mechanism liberates appreciable energies
in a very brief period. Immediately prior to a relaxation
event, the small and large droplets of Fig. 2 have radii of
about 30 and 90 nm, respectively. After relaxation, the large
droplet’s radius has increased to 91 nm. The surface tension
␥ of liquid indium at 400–500 °C is 0.54 N / m,19 implying
an energy release of 5 fJ per relaxation. In the viscous, small
Reynolds number limit appropriate at these length scales, the
time scale  for the coalescence of the two droplets can be
estimated20 as  ⬃ R / ␥, where R is the characteristic drop
radius and  is the metal viscosity 共indium’s viscosity is
1.3 mN s m−2 in the relevant temperature range兲.21 This time
scale, about 200 ps, implies that an oscillator based on this
concept might operate at frequencies approaching the gigahertz range, subject of course to the time constraints of the
slow phase. The speed of the relaxation event implies correspondingly large peak powers and forces: The oscillator
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shown in Fig. 2 generates a peak power of ⬃20 W, and a
peak force ⬃50 nN.
The most obvious applications of this nanoscale relaxation oscillator are locomotive,22 as the oscillating metal
droplets can exert substantial mechanical forces on neighboring objects. We have constructed numerous oscillators of
similar design, including configurations where the growing
and shrinking of the droplets causes the substrate nanotube to
flex. Using device geometries demonstrated at the MEMS
scale,12 we imagine that efficient mechanical coupling to the
oscillator could be arranged to provide large angular deflections. Such a nanoelectromechanical actuator promises a
powerful combination of speed, simplicity, and strength, incorporating as it would high-frequency operation, lowvoltage dc electrical drive, and surface tension’s advantageous force scaling.
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